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GET ACTIVE

15 MINUTES

IN THE
CUPBOARD

REACTION 
DODGEBALL

AIM
A game that combines ultra-quick 
reaction speeds with a classic game of 
dodgeball. Players will go head-to-head 
to see who will be the champion of 
reaction dodgeball.

WHAT YOU’LL NEED
>  Cones
>  Soft Balls 
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Make sure to check the space and equipment 
you are using is safe and appropriate. Safety 
zones are to stop children running directly 
at the walls and potentially causing injuries. 
Children will need to play sensibly, particularly 
when challenging for the ball. 

KEEPING 
EVERYONE SAFE

  1  Split the group into two teams, giving them either the name ‘Red team’ or ‘Blue team’. Each 
   team should stand either side of the line of cones. Each child should stand about 2 metres 
   away from a cone, facing a team member from the other team (only two children per cone). On 
   each cone should be placed a soft ball. 

  2  Explain that this game is about reacting quickly to the different commands. The commands are: 

   Red: The red team members must grab their ball and then throw it, trying to hit the person they 
      are facing from the blue team. Those in the blue team should attempt to turn around and run 
   away to their safety zone before getting hit. A point is awarded for each person hit, before they 
   make it to their safety zone.

   Blue: The opposite of the command ‘Red’, with the blue team grabbing the ball and the red 
   team running away. 

   Ball: Everyone must spin on the spot once, before trying to grab their ball. The first person in 
   each pair to grab the ball, wins a point for their team. 

      Wall: Everyone must turn around and run to their safety zone by their wall, with at least one 
   foot in the zone, before retuning and trying to reach the ball first. The first person in each pair 
   to grab the ball wins a point for their team. 

Top Tip: Increase the tension in the game by calling out similar sounding words or colours during the 
game (i.e. ‘tall’, ‘hall’, ‘fall’). If anyone accidently moves before one of the four commands are called 
then you could deduct a point from their team.  

Where working with large groups, set up the game for the equipment / space you have. Rotate the 
children around, so everyone gets a turn at playing. children around, so everyone gets a turn at playing. 

GETTING INTO THE ACTIVITY

A leader will need to place a line of cones down the centre of the meeting space, one cone for each pair of 

children playing. On top of each cone should be a soft ball. ‘Safety zones’ should be created at either end of 

the room by the walls (similar to try areas on a rugby pitch).

GET ACTIVE: REACTION DODGEBALL

LEADER PREPARATION

THEME: PLAYING GAMES

Ask children to come up with some more commands and 
rules for the game. What other ways can they think to test 
out the group’s reactions? 

IDEAS TO TAKE 
THIS FURTHER...


